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I Quit Social Media for 65 Weeks. I don't think my insurance will cover non generic. Yes, I was switched to the generic
version of Cymbalta as soon as it became available. SNRIs work by changing the balance of the chemical messengers
serotonin and norepinephrine in your brain. It's the one antidepressant that really stabilizes my moods without any bad
side effects. I get the impression that the generic is already available in Canada and maybe other countries, too. These
symptoms may include:. I wasn't even aware it was a generic at first, until I checked the bottle more closely. Please
register to post and access all features of our very popular forum. Plus, I do not have the horrible withdraw symptoms
that I would have if I stopped taking Cymbalta or if it was not working, so I think generic is just fine. One thing I
realized - I switched to generic Cymbalta in early January - could this have been a contributing factor? Antidepressants
are used to treat symptoms of depression, chronic pain, and other mood disorders. So, anyone else have a negative
experience with generic cymbalta?4 days ago - Starting Duloxetine (Cymbalta) Progress Diary Hi Everyone, If it's ok,
this will be a diary of my progress on Duloxetine, which i have started to take today for the first time I have started on
60mg, of the generic brand (Duloxetine) Below is some background about myself, and then in the next post below. Aug
8, - Generic Cymbalta (duloxetine) is prescribed for depression and pain. We have heard from a number of people that
the generic versions are not working well. Feb 28, - Recently active Cymbalta forums and community discussion
threads. Post your question or story about Cymbalta and connect with others who have experience with the same
medications. No registration is required and your identity remains anonymous. I am wondering if anyone has had
difficulty switching to generic Cymbalta. I have had a rough two weeks since changing over with increased pain, fog.
Jun 26, - To keep his anxiety under control, Peter, a year-old government employee, relied for nine years on a
blue-and-white pill he popped every night before bed: Cymbalta, made by Eli Lilly & Co. When a generic version came
on the market, offering the chance to save money, he switched. It didn't work out. Hi all. I have been on generic
cymbalta now for 3 weeks and have begun to spiral down into a deep depression starting about a week and a half ago.
This am I finally realized Hey it might be the generic. Doc doesn't know. Pharmacist says only way to tell is to switch
back to brand and see if I get back to cymbalta - Depression. I have used in the past, terrible side effects for me, but
simply the best treatment for sciatica like nerve issues ever in my case. Got off after this subsided and have tried them
again later on for various issues. The benefit did not outweigh the downside for longterm use for me. But I was working
on them and I. May 2, - Hello everyone. I am new to this forum--it's a great source of information. I take 60mg of
Cymbalta daily. It's the one antidepressant that really. Apr 3, - I don't know if people are still following this thread, but I
would like to respond to the comment by MaddieLouise on April 6th I am taking Cymbalta f. Has anyone else recently
been switched to generic cymbalta? The generic vervion just became available the first of , and I've been on it about 2.
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